
ANKARA: A month after local elections which
saw it lose control of Turkey’s two largest cities,
officials in President Tayyip Erdogan’s AK
Party are questioning an alliance with national-
ists which some blame for one of its biggest
electoral setbacks. Under a deal between
Erdogan’s Islamist-rooted party and the small-
er Nationalist Movement Party (MHP), the
nationalists fielded no mayoral candidate in the
capital Ankara or Istanbul in the March 31 vote,
and the AKP stood aside in other regions. 

But the deal failed to prevent the secularist
Republican People’s Party (CHP), which had a
similar pact with other smaller opposition par-
ties, winning the mayoralty in both cities, end-
ing a quarter century of control by the AKP
and its Islamist predecessors. The AKP is still
challenging its narrow loss in Istanbul, Turkey’s
largest city and business hub where Erdogan
himself served as mayor before the party swept
to power nationally in 2002. It has dominated
Turkish politics ever since. 

While the Istanbul appeal drags on, the rare
defeat has prompted questions within the party
over campaign strategy. Although the alliance
helped them win a majority of votes nation-
wide, AKP officials say it has delivered limited
benefits. “The MHP gained a lot from this

alliance, more than us,” a senior official at the
AKP headquarters in Ankara told Reuters.
Another AKP official said the MHP’s 71-year-
old leader Devlet Bahceli, once a staunch critic
of Erdogan, was an unpredictable ally. The AKP
relies on the MHP for its parliamentary majori-
ty, meaning any break in the pact would leave it
looking for new partners - a significant chal-
lenge after Erdogan’s blistering criticism of his
opponents during the campaign.

Fracture
But that has not stopped talk of a split. The

senior official said that if Turkey’s electoral
board rules against a re-run of the Istanbul
vote requested by the AKP, there was little
incentive to maintain the alliance. “Depending
on the decision, the fate of the alliance will be
determined. It is not possible to say where the
alliance will go in the short-term, but the frac-
ture has become noticeable now,” he said. An
MHP official said that while differences with
the AKP were emerging in public, the national-
ists would not be the side to end what the par-
ties have called their “People’s Alliance”.
Bahceli said he remained committed to the
pact. “This is our basic choice, our national and
strategic goal,” he said in a statement yester-

day. “There is undoubtedly no need to search
for other alliances.”

The stunning setbacks for the AKP in
Ankara and Istanbul prompted sharp public
criticism last week from a politician once at the
heart of Erdogan’s administration. Former AKP
prime minister Ahmet Davutoglu condemned
his party’s alliance with the nationalists, saying
it was damaging “both in terms of voter levels
and the party’s identity”. Davutoglu, who
served as premier between 2014 and 2016,
also slammed the AKP’s economic policies,
media restrictions and the damage he said it
had done to the separation of powers and
Turkey’s institutions.

Since the election, Erdogan has appeared to
downplay the significance of the MHP, pointing
to its 7 percent share of the vote. Bahceli said
the remarks were “unfair and unjust”, given that
his party had chosen not to stand in Turkey’s
three largest cities. After CHP leader Kemal
Kilicdaroglu was physically attacked at a sol-
dier’s funeral last month, Erdogan struck a
more conciliatory tone with a call for unity. “On
matters that concern the survival of our coun-
try, we must move all together with 82 million
as the TURKEY ALLIANCE, putting aside our
political differences,” he tweeted. — Reuters
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Istanbul election results divide 
Erdogan and nationalist allies

AKP’s alliance with nationalists failed to deliver main cities

Cyclone batters 
Mozambique 
holiday isle 
IBO, Mozambique: From the air, Ibo
island on the Quirimbas Archipelago
off Mozambique’s northeast coast, was
speckled with flattened homes and
water-logged farmland, testament to
the destructive force of Cyclone
Kenneth. The popular tourist destina-
tion had gone without large-scale food
aid since the cyclone struck six days
ago, and the human cost of the disaster
was only now being revealed. “On the
day, it was a terrible thing to live
through because it was so strong,” said
50-year-old islander Armando Watela,
as he cleared up the damage. The
storm tore off his roof and punched a
door-sized hole in his front wall.

“We couldn’t have imagined it

would be so strong,” he added. “Some
people stayed at home, others went to
stay at the fort for shelter, others went
around looking for a safe place.
Almost everybody lost their belong-
ings. “My pregnant daughter was in a
room when the walls started to fall in,
so we took the whole family to the
fort.” His daughter gave birth two days
after the cyclone struck and is now
recovering in a clinic on the island. But
7,000 people were trapped in an
increasingly desperate situation until
World Food Program helicopters
reached the island yesterday.

The UN had described the chal-
lenges of reaching areas like Ibo after
the cyclone - the first to hit
Mozambique’s north in the modern era
- as “incredibly difficult”. The island
can only reached by air or boat — a
sometimes perilous sea crossing as it
is also vulnerable to the elements. And
according to initial estimates, 90 per-
cent of structures there have been
damaged. — AFP

Syria’s lost heritage 
stands out in Aleppo 
broken minarets
ALEPPO: The pencil minaret of the Ottoman Adliyeh
mosque in Syria’s Aleppo lists to one side and is scored
by an ugly gash running down its flank, the result of
bombing in the war. The sorry state of Aleppo’s Old City,
a labyrinthine World Heritage Site and a battlefield from
2012-16, is obvious from a glance across the skyline at its
shell-beaten minarets. 

They look down on an area that suffered massive
damage in a conflict that brought down the medieval
covered souk, smashed mosque domes and burnt
churches. The UN cultural agency UNESCO in
December said 10 percent of Aleppo’s historic buildings
were destroyed and more than half the buildings they
assessed showed severe to moderate damage.

But restoration work in Syria is controversial. With the
exception of Islamic State, which deliberately targeted
ancient ruins, all sides in the war have portrayed them-
selves as guardians of historical sites and their enemies
as vandals. A huge image of President Bashar al-Assad
dangles from the monumental gateway of the ancient
citadel in central Aleppo. Western countries that have
imposed sanctions on Assad’s government oppose any
reconstruction work until there is a political solution to
the conflict, arguing it would reward him for war crimes
they say he has committed but which he denies.

But that has cut off most funding from the nations that
are normally top donors for cultural work - prompting
state media to accuse them of complicity in destroying
Syrian heritage. A few of the most famous monuments
are slowly recovering. At the Umayad Mosque, bullet-
scarred walls are being refaced and the stones of the fall-
en minaret are piled ready to be rebuilt under a yellow
crane. One of the tallest, loveliest stretches of the souk
has already been restored, its collapsed domes rising
again high above the cobbled floor using original materi-
als and techniques.

Minarets, domes, souks
But these sites represent only a fraction of the Old

City’s myriad historical streets and buildings and, without
fresh funding, the others risk falling into yet grimmer ruin.
“If there are funds I am optimistic that it will all be
restored. We only need the money,” said Bassil al-Zaher,
an engineer who is restoring part of the souk. At the
Halawiya Madrasa, part of the dome has already caved in. 

It was once a Byzantine cathedral, built on the site of a
Roman temple, and was converted to a mosque by a
Muslim ruler during the Christian Crusades. With more
rain, the rest of the dome will fall, an engineer there said.
From the roof of the restored Saqatiyeh section of the
souk, damaged minarets can be seen punctuating the Old
City’s skyline.

The 18th-century Kemaliyeh mosque, the Mamlouk-
era Siffahiyeh mosque and the 14th-century Tawashi
mosque have all suffered considerable damage. Viewed
from close up, it is hard to see how the 16th-century
Adliyeh mosque’s minaret is still standing. The hollow
interior and tightly wound spiral stairs inside are clearly
visible through a monstrous shell hole on its west side.
“The best solution is to rebuild it because it is not
straight. Even if there’s a small earthquake, it would col-
lapse,” said Zaher.

Lack of money
Work on mosques is the domain of the Ministry of

Awqaf or Islamic endowments, and it lacks the money for
major repairs. At the medieval Mehmindar Mosque, the
minaret above the door is now a stump. In the courtyard
two men, the imam and a friend, were hauling large
stones to one side to clear the floor. The mosque’s dome
is also shattered, with only a corner left. They have spent
three months clearing and sorting the stones and have no
idea when or if the minaret will be rebuilt.

Each covered street in the Old City seems to harbor a
dozen alleys, each alleyway hidden stone courtyards
ringed by mosques or shops, with olive and lemon trees
growing in the centre. Down one street, under a high
vaulted ceiling, most shops were empty, their floors cov-
ered in debris and their walls scorched. But a man sat at a
table in one, singing Koranic verses, his melodic voice
echoing softly through the souk. — Reuters


